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DJC COMMUNITY CONVERSATION #4 

December 7, 2015 

 

WHAT IS RITUAL & WHAT IS OUR ROLE WITHIN IT 

 
We began the discussion by asking people to think of a Jewish ritual they find 
meaningful and to reflect on what makes it meaningful to them.  Here are the group's 
responses: 

 
Connection to the Past, the Future, and Community  

• Connection to childhood 

• Memory and passing the torch forward -obligation and privilege. 

• A sense of consistency, something carried on – like my mother lighting candles 
every Friday night and now something that I do. 

• Connecting to an event. 

• Yearning for community. 

• Something in me is searching for belonging.  

• Ritual of bar/bat mitzvah – different generationally, the celebration was geared for 
our parents, now is focused on young people and more meaningful for young 
people. 

 
Guidance & Purpose 

• Tradition and ritual as a map to show us a way (eg. yahrzeit candle). 

• Richness of meaning and purpose behind every Jewish practice.  I don't always 
love it but often I do.  It's always with intent.  

• Ritual lives in us.  It's hard not to do. 

• Comes naturally – marking special time, separating time. 

• Emotionally connected, beyond the literal. 

• As a non-Jew, I'm respectful which rituals I feel comfortable doing and which 
ones I don't do. 

• I've made it my own. 

 

Some Tensions & Challenges Related to Ritual 

• Being estranged from practice then finding a way in that felt comfortable as an 
adult. 

• Some mitzvot feel more like obligation, not as spontaneous or organic. 

• I have a richer background in reading Hebrew and chanting Torah yet wasn't 
connected to my heart and feelings. 

• I have desire to reconnect with ritual but lack religious training. 
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• Some come from feeling of community and others feel imposed. 

• Learned it, was passed on in a mindless way – no interpretation, not expected of 
us – don't need to go deep. 

• I have mixed feelings around Jewish rituals – I wasn't permitted to have a bat 
mitzvah.  It marked me.  I see sexism in many rituals. 

• Was unfamiliar and distant in my upbringing. 

• Anything I know if from token celebrations from home or relatives and friends.  I 
didn't know what I was supposed to do. 

 

Connection to Specific Rituals 

• Tallit helps me enter practice and to understand more deeply. 

• Everything about the seder is meaningful to me. 

• Covering the coffin with earth, filling it to the top, doing the whole things as a 
ritual and staying until the end 

• Reading Torah – I've only done it once.  It has a mystical component to it.  I want 
to keep it special 

 

Some Reflections on the Discussion & Learning at the End of the Evening 

• This evening has released a flood of questions about how I experience and share 
my Jewishness.  I appreciate the opportunity to explore this. 

• Aha!  A ritual of discussion and the asking of questions and the challenging of 
assumptions and the fact that this is a ritual that was passed along to me from 
my jewish agnostic father – a very Jewish kind of ritual.  Thank you for this fine 
conversation.  I look forward to the next one. 

• That in listening to the various rituals and explanations of people's comments and 
broadening my awareness do what is possible and helped me to interpret Torah 
differently both from a personal perspective but then a much broader context 

• I feel like I have a more nuanced understanding of issues around Jewish identity 
(role of non-Jews) and am reflecting on my own personal/emotional reactions to 
the issues.  Thank you.  And I have realized how complex and personal issues 
related to accessibility and inclusivity are. 

• Communication is key to understanding.  I learned a lot tonight and through that 
experience I've shifted my perspective.  Looking forward to further conversations. 

 


